Proposed Plan and Dates for First Phase of Line Drawing
Line Drawer’s Subcommittee (Comm. Andersen & Sadhwani)

AUGUST 10 - Full CRC*
● Training/Recommendation/Conversation on the first criterion and population deviation
(potential action needed).
● Also VRA Subcommittee: Initial analysis of VRA protected communities using American
Community Survey (ACS) data and presentation of "heat map,” discussion about general
areas where VRA/RPV analysis should be focused.
AUGUST 101, 19, 31 – Full CRC
● Review of COI submissions through Airtable as available, and regional debriefs of Input
Sessions.

SEPTEMBER 15, 16, 17 - Full CRC
● Debrief from public input sessions and provide direction to the line drawing team prior
to the release of the official redistricting database on Sept. 23.
--Additional CRC Business Meetings are tentatively scheduled for Sept 23, 29, & 30th and could
be used for additional discussion as well as possible review of VRA analysis.

OCTOBER: Full CRC / Public Line Drawing toward Draft Maps
The proposal is to take an iterative approach to line drawing in which we meet in three day
increments to discuss as a commission the input we have received, weigh the impact on our line
drawing criteria, and provide direction to our line drawing team to develop visualizations for our
consideration.
● October 4, 5, 6 - CRC Meets to sketch, looking at areas based on regional focus of line
drawing team’s mappers – Los Angeles (Jaime); IE/OC/SD (John); North/Central Valley
(Willie); North/Coast (Tamina).
o Visualizations #1 posted prior to the next line drawing meetings.
● October 12, 13, 14 - CRC Meets to sketch again by region.
o Visualizations #2 posted prior to the next line drawing meetings.
● October 20, 21, 22 - CRC Meets to sketch again.
o Visualizations #3 posted prior to the next line drawing meetings.
● October 28, 29, 30 – CRC Meets to sketch again as needed.
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This assumes that Airtable is operating prior to August 10.
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RELEASE of DRAFT Maps – Date TBD based upon Supreme Court Decision (or earlier). Recall,
the protocols required for draft maps as established in the Constitution:
Public comment shall be taken for at least 14 days from the date of public display of the first preliminary
statewide maps of the congressional, State Senatorial, Assembly, and State Board of Equalization districts,
which shall be publicly displayed... The commission shall not display any other map for public comment
during the 14-day period. (8253.a.7)

NOVEMBER:
After draft is released following the required protocols, return to public input sessions for
feedback.

DECEMBER: Return to open line drawing sessions. More exact dates to be determined based
upon decision of Supreme Court and final map adoption date.

*We anticipate all meetings will be held in a hybrid format, both in person and virtually, but staff will
continue to monitor the guidance and regulations by the CDC, state and counties to determine location
and format.
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